The genetic variations in egg-white proteins were detected in Fayoumi eggs. G 2 locus proved to be the only polymorphic among four egg-white protein loci investigated. Two types were determined, G 2 AB and G,BB. The heterozygote proved to have heavier eggs and accordingly heavier egg components. The phenotypic correlation, with respect to the homozygote type, between albumen weight and yolk weight proved to be insignificant.
Introduction
Egg-white contains a number of proteins, which have been investigated by many workers for existence of genetic variants detected by electrophoresis. Polymorphism of some egg-white proteins has been investigated in relation to embryonic mortality (M ORTON et al., ig65) . Other works have been done, recently, concerning possible association with the economical traits (B UVANENDRAN , V., 19 6 7 ; T IT OK, I. G., 1970 ; KOVALENKO et C lt., 1972 ; LAZUK, MAKAROVA, 197 6; STRATIL, VO NDREJEC , 1973 and MAR TINKEVITCH et al., 1974 ) . The first investigator (B UV A NENDR A N , 19 6 7 ) found an association between body weight, egg weight and ovalbumin; the AA genotypes were heavier and laid heavier eggs than the two other genotypes. On the other hand, for G, globulin, the heterozygotes laid more egg than either homozygote, but G 2 seemed to have no effect on the characters studied. He ( 1970 ) found that the homozygotes of G, and G 2 types were the best ones for both productivity and fertility in comparison with the two respective heterozygotes.
The analysis of variance for the four traits is shown in 
